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ABSTRACT 

UCRL.,.20222 

The pbserved branching fractions of the A~ produced in the reaction 

+ + / -IT P -+ A2P at 7 GeV c and decaying to plT, ,,IT, KK, and ,,'IT are pre-

sented. "The data show no convincing evidence for the decay A~ -> ,,' .. +, 

the branching fraction being less than 3%. For the other decay modes 

the values obtained for plT, f)tr, and KK are 0.744±0.029, 0.183±0.026, 

and 0.072 ± 0.012 respectively. 
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The A
Z 

meson has been an object of intense interest because struc

ture has been reported in its mass distribution [1], suggesting the pos-

sibility that the A
Z 

region may contain more than one resonance. If 

this is the case the observed branching ratios into various decay modes 

may depend upon the production mechanisms of the resonances. Measure-

ments of the apparent branching ratios of the A Z produced under different· 

experimental conditions may tperefore help in understanding the nature of 

the observed structure. 

Using the SLAC 8Z-inch bubble chamber, we have studied the pro

duction of the A~ in iT + P interaction:s at 7.1 GeV / c and its decay into all 

reported decay modes (K+Ko• ·3iT or piT. "iT +, and + 
,,'iT ). The mass 

spectra obtained in this experiment [Z] do not show the particular struc-

ture reported in previous experiments. + The A
Z 

was produced in the re-

action iT + P - A~PJ followed by the decays: 

A+ K+Ko (1) Z- 11 + -.. iT iT 

+ + + + + - (Z) 
A Z - iT P or A

Z - iT iT iT 

I + -• iT iT 

A+ + (3) 2- iT " 

I + - 0 
• iT iTlT 

A+ + (4) 
- iT ,,' Z 

I + -
.iT iT " 

Lneutrals 

Events of reaction (1) appear in the chamber as V -Z prongs; reactions 

(Z)-(4) are 4-prongs. 
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The acceptance criteria.for the reactions (1)-(3) are described in 

reference [Z]. For reaction (4~ we tried the two-constraint hypothesis 

+ ,+. '+- [] 1T P - 1T pn' followed by 11' - 1T 1T.1l and used acceptance criteria 3 

simifar to those for reaction (3). Fig. fa shows Me1T + lr - 11) obtained • 

+ + + - . from the one':'constraint fit 1T P - 1T p1T 1T 11 with the events accepted into 

+ - ,. . 
the 11' - 1T 1T 11 sample shaded. 

We improved the A
Z 

signal-to-noise :ratio in., reactions (Z) to (4) by 

making two cuts on the data from the 4-prongs: 1) we removed events 

with M(1T + p) < 1. 38 GeV to rer;nove potential A ++; 2) for reaction (2) 

we removed all events with four-:momentumtransf~r to the proton, 

less than 0.2 (GeV jc)2; this cut remove~ most of th~ Ai signal~ 
It I 

pp 

In addition, in all decay channels we have removed events with It I' pp 
, .2 

greater than 0.8 (GeVjc). This cut was made because we only measured 

4-prongs in which the scanner had recorded a dark track [4]. 

After these cuts were made we obtained the mass distributions shown 

in fig. Z.A clear A~ signal is seen in the first three decay modes but 

not in the ll'1f + mass distribution. 

To obtain the number of events in eachA~ dec~y channel we fit a 

Breit- Wigner with a linear background to our mass distributions. " See 

table 1 and fig. 2. If more than one resonance contributes to the A2 

region, this procedure would be open to question. However, the Breit-

Wigner gives an adequate fit to our data [2]. We estimated the errors 

by hand-drawing various backgrounds and counting the 

number of events in the A; signal. For the K~o and 

variation of the 

+ 111T channels the 

background is quite small whereas it is large for the 31T decay mode. In 

addition, the shape of the background is complicated by the presence of 

• 

I 
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some Ai signal in the 3Tr mode and by a peak between 1. 6 and 1. 7 GeV in 
i 

the 3Tr and KK channels. B'oth these effects increase the un~ertainty in 
<' -

the measurement of the A +2 signal. Since there is no peak at the A mass 
. 2 

in the 11'Tr mass distribution. we give only an upper limit in this channel. 

C'orrections were made for the following detection efficiencies and 

losses caused by the selections made on the data (see table 2). 

1) A correction was made for 'scanning efficiency. 

2) We made a correction for the efficiency of the measurement and 

analysis system. We find that the slightly different acceptance criteria 

used for different topologies has negligible effect on the branching ratios. 

3) From the measurements of 4-prongs with no dark track we find 

that the loss from our dark track 4-prongs due to the scanning error in 

identifying dark tracks is 6 ± 10/0 for the 11Tr and 11'Tr and 8 ± 10/0 for the 

3Tr sample. 

4) A correction is required for the lower I t I cut in the 3Tr events. 
pp 

To estimate this loss we plotted the I tl distributions from the 11Tr 
pp 

++ -(noA ) and KK events (fig. 1b and 1c). We find that they are the same 

within statistics so we combine them. Using this distribution. we find 

111 events below I t I =0.2 and 193 events above, giving a fraction of pp . 

64± 30/0 above It I = 0.2 (GeV/c)2. If more than one resonance contrib
pp 

utes to the A2 region. then the t-distribution in the three channels luay 

be different. In that case, our branching ratios involving the 31T mode 

should be interpreted as being valid only for the momentum transfe r' 

region 0.2 < It I < 0.8 GeV/c)2., 
EE 

5) By examining the Dalitz plots and mas s plots for events with 

and without A ++ we find that ,the fj. ++ cut has removed 8 ± 20/0. 12 ± 3% 
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and 13:1: 60/0 from the 3lT, 11lT, and 11'lT samples respectively. 

6') The events in the 11lTt channel contain 11 events which decc;;.y via 

11-+ IT+'r-'Y but fit 11 -+ IT+lT-lTo within our acceptance criteria. 

erated' events by using the co~puter, code' PHONY [51 f~r A~·.-+ 

We gen

+ 
11lT 

\ ~ ; 

followed by 11 -+ IT + IT -TTO 

+ -

+ ... 
or 11 -+ IT TT 'Y. We find that 8% of the generated 

11 -+ TT IT Y events are accepted as 
+ ..; 

11 -+ IT TT TTO , 'giving a 2%' contaI1."lination 

in our ,,-+ IT + IT - lTo sampl~. 

7) The K+K~ events were corrected for the K~ decay~ng very close 

to the product~on vertex or outside the fiducial volume. The K~ proper 

time distr~butionwas c~nsis~eht with that expected from the known K~ 

IHetirhe" [6] .' The average detectioneffidency in the A2 region was 

95.3 ± O. 5% • 

Using the detection' efficiencies in table 2, we obtain the IIcorr'e;cted'II 

riumber of A~ events in table 1. A further correction is mad'e for the' un

s'een decay modes of the 11, 11', and KO by using the branching ratios ?-nd 

errors given in reference [6]. 

We cannot observe the' decay A~ -+ IT + IT°lf>. If we aS5urtiethat an A
2
's 

decaying into the 3lT channel contain a p then the number Qf:r/;TT?lTO de-

. h ++-[] cays IS equal to t e number of IT IT TT 7. Then we obtainbtCl:nching 

fractions for the plT, 11lT, and KK channels of 0.744=':0.029,1,0.183±0.026, 

and 0.072 ± 0.012 respectively. For 11'lT we obtain an upper limit ·of 3% . 

The branching ratios that we obtain for KK/ plT and 11TT/ pTT agree with. 

those reported by some previous experiments, ,but are signif.icaptly . 

larger than values reported by other experiments [8]. Since the experi~ 

ments were performed under various conditions (for example, identity, 

charge or momentum of the incident particle, momentum transfe r region, 

. , 
:- :' 
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or decay mode studied) these disagreements could be interpreted as 

evidenc.e that the AZmass region contains more than one resonance. 

It is also possible that they are the result of systematic errors in esti

mating backgrounds . 

We thank Joseph J. Murray for his work in beam design and construc

tion. We gratefully acknowledge the assistance of the staff of the Stanford 

Linear Ac.celerator and the 8Z-inch bubble chamber in obtaining the data 

for this experiment. We also thank Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Group 

A Scanning and Measuring Group for their help in data reduction. 
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Table 1. 
+ .' 

A2 Branching ratios 

Decay mode 

All events observed 
1.0 - 1.6 GeV 

+ + -'IT 'IT 'IT 

A2 events in B- W
b

) . 945:1: 90 a ) 
1.0 - 1.6.GeV ' 

A2 events corrected 2023:1:231 
for experimental 
detection effi-
ciency. See 
table 2 

+ 
" 'IT 

288 

167±20 

230±30 

183 

113±16 

131±19 

A2 events corrected 
for unseen de- 2023:1:231 4046±462 c ) 996±137 393±57 

a) 

cays 

Branching frac
Hon (% ) 

It I > 0.2 (GeV/c)2. 
pp . 

74.4 :1:2. 9c ) 18.3±2.6 7.2±1.2 

+ 
,,' 'IT' 

66 

< 30 

<43 

<136 

<3 

b) The errors on these numbers obtained from the fit of a B-::+ resonance 
above a linear backgro.und are ±48,±14, and ±12 for the 'IT 'IT+'IT-, 
" 'IT +, and K+Ko channels. These errors were increased because of the 
uncertainty in estimating the shape of the background. 

c) Assuming that in the A! - 3'IT decay mode all events contain a p. 
Branching ratios are: 

KK/p'IT = 9. 7±1. 80/0, TJ'IT/ p'IT = 24. 6±4. 2%, TJ' 11/ p'IT < 4%, KK/ TJ 'IT = 3 9. 5±7. 9% 
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Decay Il10de 

, Scanning 

Measuring 

Darkprotort 

Jt I cut pp , 

'D. ++ cut 

+ -,,-+ 1T 1T '( 

contaIl1ination 

K1'escape 
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Table 2. ,Det~:¢}t?nefficiencies, in percen,t 

+ +- rpr+ K+j( 
0 

1T1T 1T T')'1T + 
' .... ; 

98±1 ,,98±1 94±3 ' 98±1 

a8±3 88±3 96.±3 88±3 
'~i 

92±1 94±1 100 94±1 

64±3 100 100 100 

92±2 88±3 87±6 

-- , 102±O.5 

95.3±0.5 

\ . ./ 
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Figure Legends 

Fig. 1. + -a) M(T] 1T 1T ) in the T]' region for events fitting + + + -1Tp -+ 1T p1T 1T T] 

+ -+ and with M(T] 1T 1T 1T) <1. 75 GeV. The shaded events were accepted 

into the T]i sample. When events containing a 6. ++[M( 1T + p) < 1. 38 

GeV] were removed, a similar T]'. signal-to-background ratio was 

found for the remaining events. 

b) Momentum transfer I t I for reaction (1). . pp 

c) I t I for reaction (3). The shaded areaS show the correction 
pp 

for dark track scanning efficiency (see text). 

Fig. 2. Mass distributions for the decay modes a) A~ -+ I,<+KO 
, 

+ + + -b) A2 -+ 1T 1T 1T , + + 
c} A2 -+ T] 1T , d) A + - ,,'1T +. For the 

2 

0.8 (GeV / c)2; for the 31T +-0 + + I I K K, ,,1T , and ,,'Tr samples t < 
pp 

sample, 0.2 < It 1< 0.8 (GeV/c)2. 
pp 

The dashed lines indicate the fitted 

background. The arrow on the M(,,' Tr +) histogram is at M = 1307 MeV, 

the central value of the A2 obtained from the other decay channels [2]. 
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